
Behaviors to Observe, Concerns to Address in Interim Plans, 
Questions to Ask for Referrals and Evaluations 

Please be aware of child’s age when noting age-appropriate concerns 

Speech Concerns 

 
How is child’s vocabulary? 

❏ limited fund of words 
❏ only uses words for labeling 
❏ cannot name body parts/familiar people/favorite toys 
❏ cannot say , “I want,” or “my turn,” or “it hurts,” or “I need” 
❏ has the vocabulary but doesn’t know how to use it 
❏ will get frustrated when cannot retrieve words needed to express 

self 

How is the child’s auditory 
comprehension? 
 
If there are concerns in any of 
these areas, an audiological 
evaluation is advised. 

❏ does not respond to name called 
❏ doesn’t react/respond to sudden/new sounds /music 
❏ depends on gestural cues (motions)  to understand 
❏ depends on context clues to understand 
❏ cannot follow simple/simply stated directions 
❏ looks to see what other are doing and imitates because doesn’t 

understand independently 
❏ needs to be taken by the hand due to lack of comprehension 
❏ understanding takes longer than typical, delaying responses and/or 

compliance or following directions 

How is the child’s general 
speech and/or conversational 
ability? 

❏ echoes rather than responds to questions 
❏ answers are unrelated/irrelevant/don’t make sense 
❏ speech is mostly babbling/gibberish 
❏ does not engage in conversation at all 
❏ does not engage in conversation with adults/teachers 
❏ does not speak in the school setting 
❏ responds, but does not initiate conversation 
❏ combines words into age-appropriate  phrases/sentences 
❏ cannot repeat common rhymes or sing along with the group 
❏ uses gestures to aid others in understanding due to unintelligibility 
❏ gets frustrated when not/misunderstood, tantrums 

How are the child’s oral motor 
function, oral sensory function, 
speech quality and clarity? 

❏ open-mouth posture 
❏ constant drooling 
❏ avoids eating certain textures/extremely picky eater 
❏ overstuffs when eats/doesn’t chew food properly 
❏ mouths non-food items 
❏ chews on cheek or lips constantly 
❏ skips sounds in individual words/when combining words 
❏ skips entire syllables in individual words/when combining words 
❏ running speech is hard to understand 
❏ speech is unintelligible with or without context clues 
❏ slurs/mispronounces/speaks as if has hot potato in mouth 
❏ speaks in low voice/cannot modulate voice 

 



Cognitive , Social-Emotional, 
Sensory 

Concerns 

Information, comprehension, 
routines 

❏ doesn’t independently follow instructions/routines 
❏ needs frequent prompts to follow simple daily routines 
❏ cannot come home and share anything about the day when 

prompted 
❏ cannot understand possession (mine/yours) 
❏ cannot identify/recognize/match body parts/familiar pictures 
❏ shows little/no understanding of us of common objects/body parts 
❏ cannot identify  or match colors age-appropriately 
❏ cannot count by rote/cannot match numbers/cannot understand 

number values (ask for 2 items, but if hand is out, will add more) 
❏ cannot transition independently/needs frequent reminders 
❏ often needs hand-over-hand guidance to follow directions 
❏ does not know what to do with common toys/objects for play 
❏ does not know where things belong/cannot return items to place 
❏ cannot occupy self with toys or books independently 
❏ doesn’t show interest/explore environment 
❏ requires constant redirection  
❏ extreme reactions to any changes in routine 
❏ cannot sit still for a story or follow along with what is going on 

Interactive ❏ does not understand turn taking/sharing/cannot wait 
❏ cannot identify/recognize/match familiar people 
❏ cannot recognize/name teachers or playmates 
❏ does not show sympathy/spontaneous affection/attempt to 

comfort 
❏ doesn’t parallel play/engage interactively age appropriately 
❏ does not imitate adults or playmates to learn 
❏ doesn’t display happiness/sadness/emotion 
❏ needs prompting/doesn’t participate in story/circle time 
❏ frequent aggression toward playmates/hits/bites/kicks 
❏ does not pretend play/dress up/speak when playing 
❏ does not stay with the other children/will run away from the group 
❏ appears to be in own world/little awareness of environment 
❏ displays  little awareness of familiar faces/strangers/safety 
❏ does not call familiar people by name/title 
❏ does not ask or answer “W” questions 

Sensory Integration: 
 
Does the child display any 
hyper/hypo sensitivity in any of 
the 5 senses?  

❏ constantly fidgets in seat/cannot stay still for even a few minutes 
❏ avoids eye contact/ hard time staying focused 
❏ constantly touching objects or people/at times inappropriate 

contact 
❏ avoids many textures/foods/activities/crafts 
❏ fussy about clothing/tags/textures /foods/smells 
❏ gets too close or far when with others 
❏ easily distracted or bothered by sounds/sights/lights/movement 
❏ braces hands against wall or chairs when walking 
❏ frequently claps hands on ears/eyes or pinches nose 
❏ runs in circles/always moving/burrows  under covers or in cubby 
❏ long protractracted meltdowns/overly fearful/overly fearless 



❏ often splayed on side or belly 
❏ avoids/craves hugs/enclosed places/physical contact 

 

Motor and Visual Perception  Concerns  

How is child’s grasp/dexterity? ❏ fists coloring/cutting/eating utensils 
❏ weak/awkward/immature grasp on cutting/coloring/eating 

utensils 
❏ doesn’t have a definite hand preference 
❏ cannot snip with scissors  
❏ difficulty turning pages of a book/use fingers to count 
❏ uses entire upper body for support when coloring 
❏ cannot imitate a line or cross when coloring 
❏ cannot attempt to draw anything recognizable (face) 
❏ puts too much/too little pressure on utensil when coloring 
❏ difficulty grasping or holding legos, beads, zippers, door knobs etc. 
❏ cannot fold items 
❏ cannot transfer item easily from one hand to the other 

How are the child’s self help and 
visual-motor integration skills? 
 
Some concerns in this area 
would warrant a vision 
examination 
 

❏ cannot assist with dressing/undressing/putting on shoes or socks 
❏ difficulty self feeding/drinking from cup 
❏ messy eater with/without utensils 
❏ cannot stack age appropriately  
❏ cannot put objects into containers 
❏ difficulty with puzzles 
❏ gets too close to others, or hits too hard when means to tap 
❏ difficulty with toileting 
❏ constantly “misses” / clumsy/trips over own feet 

How is the child’s movement 
and balance? 

❏ awkward gait/needs assistance walking 
❏ difficulty/needs help changing from sitting to standing position 
❏ cannot jump with both feet off the ground 
❏ difficulty ascending stairs with/without holding on to rail 
❏ difficulty descending stairs with/without holding to rail 
❏ cannot alternate feet when negotiating stairs 
❏ avoids many playground activities - slides/swing/jungle gym 
❏ cannot ride tricycle/needs help riding bike 
❏ difficulty walking if holding something in hand 
❏ difficulty/avoids pulling/pushing/throwing/catching 
❏ fleans to/favors one side 
❏ w-sits/cannot sit with crossed legs or feet forward 
❏ slouched posture, hard time lifting/moving, 
❏ doesn’t move arms together (in synchrony) 
❏ tires easily after physical activity 

Other 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 

Please note,  concerns overlap and although they may be in one domain, they fit into several, though they’re only indicated once 
on the table. 


